“Who is standing with open arms?”
After all, there are so many that would claim wisdom, knowing and even benevolence. But, where are they? Sure,
one can find groups or individuals of like mind. This is 2009 and one only needs surf the net for no more than 2 or 3
seconds to find someone of like mind. I suppose the question is really something altogether different. More
correctly, one might ask “Why has there been no unification of these minds?”
For millennia, peoples and nations have been divided, fought and died in the name of God. And to date we are still
divided. One need only look at the divisive dogma attached to almost all religious institutions. All the while, there
are those that have “faith” in the coming glory of things and others of professed “Enlightenment” that stand idly by
believing that these wars are not THEIR wars; that they are above such things as the trifles of man; that only through
enlightenment can one understand. If so, why have they not shared their light? Why have they not been the beacon?
To them I would ask, are you chaste, believing that the answers lay within One greater than yourself? Or do you
believe others are not worthy? Do you dare not cast pearls before swine?
Or do you simply believe in the “Law of Attraction” wherein a truthful investigation of ones deep and most sincere
motivation, reveals that the ultimate goal is personal wellbeing, financial or otherwise? Don’t get me wrong, in this

day and age when economies around the globe are in tatters, we can all use a little extra income and certainly given
the nature of the “free enterprise” system in which we are subject to live, there is nothing inherently wrong with
making money, as one needs to survive. But if this is the Yin and Yang of things; the Light and the Dark; Good vs. Evil;
Mankind’s ultimate struggle for survival, must it always be so? Does Yin exist separate or without Yang, or must the
two ultimately become one?
If one looks deeply and honestly at not only motive but, also mode, is it not oft true that many seek to change that
which surrounds them as opposed to changing that which is inside of them? Do not most see from the inside out and
not the other way around? If so, is it a reality that one truly cannot see who or what they are in the grand scheme of
things, much like the thread in a tapestry? Or in looking from the inside out, is it only choice not to understand the
greater plan? Does empowerment comes from the “Knowing” of such things or is “Faith” the answer?
Faith, it is said, is the belief in those things which are not, as those they are; that we hope for. Yet, if one says “I have
faith that I will be healed” does this not allow for another to make the choice? Is it not more powerful to “know” that
“I am healed” and should we not know this as we are “commanded” know such things? Were not the lessons taught,
that we have this power and much greater within us, when we become one with Him?
Who can change the Natural Laws of God? More importantly, why would one try? Given the keys as we are, would it
not be more appropriate and empowering to become one with the His Natural Law? Should we adhere to the law of
“The survival of the fittest” given the proven lack of success of mankind in this limited and currently popular thinking?
At what point to we begin to live as one with each other? This is the still much bigger question.
For who is dead to this world? Who would truly walk away from that which they have grown so accustomed to
having in the form of creature comforts? Who would truly become one with the earth, their environment and live in
absolute harmony with those around them? While I do not suggest that we should live a primeval existence, as our
cave-man ancestors did nor that it is necessary to do so, I would still submit that understanding the nature of many of
these societies, given their communal cause and existence and being prepared to live as they did, if only mentally and
emotionally is paramount to understanding the needs of what many hope is the way of the coming age.
After all, are to aggress with our fellow man or are we to be nurturing and compassionate? In the ultimate spiritual
evolution; the completed union, the marriage if you will, does not the spirit become wholly unlike the former and
perfect the latter? Does not the spirit coalesce with the All and therefore all that is?
It has been said that Sapphire-Virgos are believed to be bringers of peace and wisdom and seekers of truth, that we
are achievers and industrious in whatever we do and that we are mentally strong. Yet, I lay know claim to adeptness,
piety or power. It has likewise been said that Sapphire-Virgos become emotional at times but, that we do not show
it. To the latter, I would generally have to agree.
Having said that and to be sure, these words do not come from a point of contention or angst. Merely, they are the
expression of a soul that has chosen to act in what might be purported as somewhat out of character, because I more
than ready for that which awaits us. For is release not the best remedy? Is it better that one cries because of
humanity or is it more empowering to cry out on behalf of mankind? Again, I would have to choose the latter.
Yet, who am I? What have I to offer? What right, have I? Perhaps the Beatles said it best, “I am He, as you are He, as
you are me and we are all together.” As such, is it not duty, responsibility borne of love, then that gives cause? Are
we not to be our brother’s keepers and seek that which is of most benefit to all? And if this short diatribe has
solicited in some, a search for not only the answers to the questions posed but, concomitantly a means to make
manifest those answers, has it not accomplished then, occult as it may be, its’ truer purpose?
I am Myles.
Blessings Beloveds

